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INTRODUCTION

DISCOVERY OF THE RADON PROBLEM

In December of 1984, a Pennsylvania resident, Stanley Watras, triggered the radiation alarms at the nuclear power plant where he worked. Subsequently it was discovered that the radon concentration in his home was so elevated that the health risk was equivalent to receiving 200,000 chest X-rays per year (1). Radon exposure has been known to be a health risk, but was previously associated with uranium mining. Only recently has it been understand that homes could have high radon concentrations resulting from the accumulation of radon produced by the decay of uranium in the soil. Residents of the Reading Prong area of Pennsylvania were informed that radon produced in this manner was seeping up through their floors and accumulating in their homes (2). Further studies reveal that the Reading Prong area was not the only location with a radon problem. There is a global threat to indoor air quality from radon contamination, existing not only in the U.S., but in other countries as well (3). The severity of the radon problem varies widely. In the Pacific Northwest, 95% of the homes that participated in the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) conservation program have concentration levels below 4 picoCuries per
Liter. This is the current "action level" recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). At concentrations above this level, the EPA recommends that action be taken to reduce the concentration. Depending upon the degree of the concentration, action need not be immediate. The majority of homes in the Pacific Northwest have low concentrations, but the Spokane/Coeur d'Alene area has a higher than average level, and there are a few homes in the Portland area with elevated levels of radon (4).

Radon gas alone poses very little health threat. Since it is an inert gas, it will not react chemically. It can be breathed in and out of the lungs, and the chances of radioactive exposure are small due to the length of the half-life (3.8 days). The danger is due to the radon decay products (polonium 218, lead 214, bismuth 214, and polonium 214), which are created and decayed in less than an hour. Also, these elements are not inert. The atoms are capable of reacting with lung tissue or dust or other particles which can become lodged in lung tissue where they will continue to decay. People have just recently become aware that the decay of these by-products of radon can cause lung cancer in this manner, so there is very little data to assess the risk due to elevated levels in the home. However, there are estimates of the risks based on studies performed upon uranium miners who were exposed to varying levels of radon during their work. The studies revealed
that prolonged exposure to radon and its decay products increases the risk of developing lung cancer (5). The longer the exposure and the higher the concentration, the greater the risk. Short term exposures to high levels are considered safer than long term exposures to lower levels. It is expected that radon will cause from 5,000 to 30,000 lung cancer deaths each year (2). Concern about the health risks has prompted government agencies to learn more about the actual health risks, how to measure radon levels, how to remove radon once it enters a home, and how to keep it from getting into the house (6).

INITIAL EFFORTS TO COMBAT INDOOR RADON

In 1986 the Environmental Protection Agency began publishing information to educate the public about the risks of radon exposure, and what they could do to diminish it. The 1988 EPA publication "Application of Radon Reduction Methods" by Mosley and Henschel (7) and "Practical Radon Control for Homes" by Brennan and Galbraith (8), explain and illustrate many radon mitigation strategies. These strategies can be grouped into two main classifications; those that attempt to prevent radon from entering the home, and those that dilute the radon once it has entered the home. Studies have been conducted at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (9) to determine the relation between the concentration levels and driving forces, and BPA (4) has
conducted research to determine how the weatherization of homes and geological factors may affect the levels of indoor radon.

RADON MEASUREMENT AND REDUCTION METHODS

The existence of indoor radon is determined by taking screening and follow-up measurements. Measurement protocol calls for "closed house" conditions during a test in order to get the worst possible conditions. Since radon itself is an inert gas, it cannot be detected by normal chemical methods. The alpha particles released during decay are measured instead. A screening measurement is short-term, and is usually performed using a charcoal canister. This device is left in the home for several days to a week and then analyzed at a laboratory. If the result shows the radon level to be greater than the EPA action level, it is best to perform follow-up measurements. Follow-up measurements are long term, and are typically performed using a device called an alpha track detector. This device records the traces of alpha particles on a small strip of film, which is analyzed in a lab. Other measurement methods include grab samples and continuous radon monitoring. Grab samples, which are taken over a period of several minutes are useful as diagnostics, but are not appropriate for screening or follow-up measurements. Continuous radon monitoring is sometimes used for screening.
The selection of a radon reduction system depends upon a wide collection of information such as initial radon level, geological factors, climate, house and site characteristics, driving forces, and possible entry routes. After a system is selected, the design and installation depends upon the mitigation method that was selected, the diagnostic measurements, and homeowner preference. The general principles behind the ways to prevent radon from entering the home are to seal the entry routes, to ventilate the soil or space beneath the house, and to prevent depressurization of the house. Once radon enters the home, the concentration must be reduced by increasing the ventilation and effecting dilution. However, increasing ventilation will in turn increase energy costs for some homes because of regional and seasonal weather variations. Each of the general reduction methods can be accomplished in a variety of ways, and at a range of costs. By far the most popular and effective methods are termed active soil ventilation techniques. In employing these techniques, the soil beneath the house is depressurized, which counteracts the seepage of soil gas into the house. For a very high concentration, a combination of methods may be necessary to achieve acceptable radon levels. There are publications that provide information on radon reduction methods for existing structures (7, 10). These publications summarize the general principles of radon mitigation and outline the
design and installation of various reduction methods and the circumstances under which each method is applicable. They also provide estimates of installation and operating costs and the percent reduction that may be expected. There are also publications that describe and recommend construction practices to observe in order to build "radon-resistant" homes (3, 11).

A SOLUTION TO THE RADON PROBLEM

While a vast amount of literature on radon reduction is available, there are relatively few experts around to provide their judgement for each individual who needs a practical and cost effective means to reduce their indoor radon level. Also, as new methods become available, knowledge of them may not be widespread. Radon reduction is a new field, and since the need for it varies regionally, not all contractors have sufficient expertise in dealing with a radon problem (12). In the Pacific Northwest, most of the mitigators are located in the Spokane/Coeur d'Alene area, where 1 in 3 homes exceed the EPA action level. Some state health agencies have received grants from the EPA for additional monitoring of radon levels, but they are not funded for the mitigation of homes or for the training of mitigators. One solution is to provide the mitigator with a knowledge-based advisory system capable of disseminating the knowledge in the present literature and assisting them in
various aspects of radon mitigation work.

This thesis describes the development of an advisory system for indoor radon mitigation. The prototype has been developed at Portland State University's Department of Mechanical Engineering under a research grant from Bonneville Power Administration. It is intended to assist Pacific Northwest mitigation contractors in the selection and design of mitigation systems for existing residential homes. The advisory system makes a recommendation as to which mitigation method should be used. In addition, the required computations for a cost analysis and a fan selection are performed. Additional potential benefits of mitigation contractors utilizing the advisory system are verification of approved radon reduction technologies, uniform record keeping for a regional database, and consistency in computational processes.
KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

EXPERT SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS

Knowledge-based systems are categorized as Artificial Intelligence (AI). Some more recent classifications include neural networks and fuzzy logic. In terms of currently available applications, knowledge-based systems have risen to the forefront of AI. Knowledge-based systems applications have increased in the fields of diagnostics, monitoring, planning, trouble shooting, and design. There have been several attempts in the application of knowledge-based systems to building design (13, 14), and efforts in applying expert system technology to radon mitigation have also been reported. An initial attempt was made by Mosley in 1987 (15), and a demonstration system on a Macintosh computer was developed by Brambley in 1990 (16). In addition, an interactive system was developed for a Macintosh by Brennan in 1990 (17). The demonstration system illustrated the usefulness of user-directed point-to-point hypertext when working with large amounts of textual information. The interactive system was designed to assist in the training of mitigation contractors. These ventures demonstrated the capability of expert systems in dealing with radon mitigation.
Expert systems capture the knowledge of human experts in the areas where expertise can be readily obtained and coded via symbolic knowledge processing languages (such as LISP or PROLOG) or expert systems development shells (such as LEVEL5, NEXPERT, OPS83, and others). A knowledge-based expert system is typically comprised of four main components: an inference engine, knowledge base, working knowledge, and user interface. The relation between these elements is shown in Figure 1.

![Diagram of Expert System Components]

**Figure 1.** Major components of an expert system.

The inference engine implements the problem solving strategy. The knowledge base contains the knowledge
pertaining to the solution of the problem. The working knowledge represents data relevant to the problem at hand, or case-specific data. This data is extracted from the user through the user interface, which may utilize a variety of techniques for querying the user. Variations of this structure include an explanation facility, natural language interface, and other modules (18). A hybrid system demonstrates an integration of procedural and knowledge-based paradigms (19).

AN OVERVIEW OF LEVEL5

The computer program has been developed using an expert system shell. Using a shell (versus a pure symbolic processing language) greatly reduces the development time since the inference engine is built-in and can be readily activated without the need for further programming. Another advantage of using a shell is that the user interface can be rapidly customized for the inputs. The particular shell that was used employs a graphical user interface, which enhances the presentation of information to the end user and makes it possible to incorporate graphical as well as textual information.

The work statement for this project required that the advisory system be developed for use on a PC, and take advantage of a graphical user interface. This project started shortly after the release of Microsoft Windows 3.0,
so it was selected as the development environment. An illustration of a sample branch of a knowledge tree, shown in Figure 2, shows the advantage of employing a graphical user interface when developing a knowledge base.

![Knowledge Tree](image)

**Figure 2.** A sample branch of the knowledge tree.

An investigation of the currently available expert system shells that were compatible with Windows brought us to LEVEL5 OBJECT from Information Builders, Inc. The shell was readily available at a non-prohibitive cost, and the company offered an educational discount. LEVEL5 OBJECT is an object-oriented software, and supports a multitude of
inferencing strategies. These include forward and backward chaining, mixed mode (a combination of forward and backward chaining), procedural, object-oriented, and point-to-point hypertext (20). Other features of the software include graphical capabilities, debugging tools and the capability to interface with external programs. One of the features that was explored but not implemented for this phase of the project was the database interfacing capability. There is great potential for this capability, and preliminary reviews of the software indicate that this may be some form of future work on the project.

To create a knowledge base file (.KNB file) using LEVEL5 OBJECT, the required components are the RULES (or DEMONS) and METHODS, the user interface, and the knowledge in object oriented form, that is, arranged as groups of classes, attributes, and instances. A class may be a collection of attributes, and instances are specific occurrences of attributes. The attributes and instances most commonly used are designated simple, compound, multicom pound, string, and numerical. Simple attributes may take on values of TRUE or FALSE. Compounds may take on a single value from a list of values. Multicompounds are similar to compounds, but may take on more than one value from a list of values. String and numerical attributes may take on text or number values, respectively. A representation of classes, attributes, and instances is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Classes, attributes, and instances.

The user interface is composed of displays (screens) that contain prompts for the user to enter the needed working knowledge or case specific knowledge. The prompts take on different appearances depending upon the attribute type. A simple attribute will offer a choice of TRUE or FALSE. Compounds and multicomounds are attached to graphic tools such as radiobuttons and checkboxes that the user can select with the mouse pointer. Textual and numerical information is entered into promptboxes through the keyboard. An
example of these tools is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. An example of the graphical tools employed.

The LEVEL5 development tool has evolved considerably over the course of this project. At the start of this project, we purchased Microsoft Windows 3.0 along with version 2.0 of the shell. Within several months the shell was replaced by version 2.1. Version 2.0 had encountered problems, and it was later revealed that this version of the shell was intended for operation under a previous version of Windows, and was not fully compatible with Windows 3.0. Several months later, we received version 2.2 of the shell,
which allegedly featured improved memory management. We have been using version 2.2 of the development tool for the majority of this project. We have found it necessary to operate the Windows environment in what is termed as "standard mode" in order to avoid the terminal errors which occur with disturbing frequency in "enhanced mode."

INFERENCING STRATEGIES

The construction of a rule base in LEVEL5 depends on the type of inferencing strategy that is preferred. DEMONS are employed in forward chaining or data driven strategy, while backward chaining or goal driven strategy uses RULES. Procedural METHODS are employed for both types of inferencing strategies, and are activated when the value of its associated attribute changes during a working session.

Backward chaining or hypothetical reasoning starts with a specific hypothesis (goal) and works backwards attempting to justify the goal. It is best employed in applications where the data is broad or unknown, such as recommendations and medical diagnosis. Forward chaining begins with known conditions, and determines what can be concluded from them. Forward chaining is best used when the data is already available or when the system must respond in real time to changes in information.

For a radon mitigation advisory system, it may seem apparent to use a backward chaining strategy, since the
system makes a recommendation. However, forward chaining was employed. The reason for this is that the input data is presumed to be readily available, and much of the knowledge obtained from the radon mitigation literature is displayed as flow charts, which are inherently data-driven.

RADON MITIGATION AND KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

This work details the development of a prototype hybrid knowledge-based advisory system for indoor radon mitigation. The prototype advisory system has been developed employing knowledge obtained from existing publications on radon mitigation. Some additional knowledge has been provided by field experts. Portions of the knowledge are well defined and numerical in nature, such as the fan selection and the accompanying calculations. These portions can be easily implemented in a computerized environment.
The advisory system, named RnX, is composed of six modules. A modular structure was adopted to limit the size of the separate components, and to facilitate debugging and potential expansion of the system. Each module is composed of its own DEMONS, METHODS, classes, attributes, and instances. A listing of some of these items is included in the appendices.

Some of the modules use the same classes and attributes. The values of these attributes are obtained from the user by one of the modules (detailed later in this chapter), and passed between the modules during execution. The method used to pass the data was to write the information to a text file which in turn is accessed by a subsequent module.

The House Investigation Summary module (RNX1.KNB) extracts the characteristics of the house. This module was designed to be analogous to the house investigation summaries that mitigators often use to gather pertinent data about a particular house (7, 8, 10). The Data Conversion and Mitigation Selection module (RNX2.KNB) converts the data from the previous module into a form that is usable by the
system, processes its rule base, and recommends an appropriate mitigation method. These first two modules are the most essential ones, and constitute the mitigation determination process. The Suction Point Determination module (PNT.KNB) assists in the point selection (the number of needed suction points) for soil suction techniques, the Fan Selection module (FAN.KNB) performs a ducting analysis and fan selection for sub-slab suction techniques, and the fifth module performs a cost estimation (COST.KNB). The modules are activated hierarchically, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A representation of the system modules.
Once the mitigation determination modules have been executed for a particular case, subsequent modules such as the Fan Selection or the Cost Estimation can be repeatedly executed without invoking the previous modules. This arrangement makes it possible for the user to reactivate individual modules as many times as is desired. An additional and completely independent module is the Fan Tutorial, (FANTUTOR.KNB) which is similar to the Fan Selection module. This module provides on-line assistance and defines the notation that is used for the Fan Selection module. In the prototype, some modules provide an on-line utility for the software reviewers to make comments and suggestions for each step of the system. This utility is to be employed for the testing phase of the software as a method to collect a wide spectrum of expert opinion and enhance the robustness of the system.

The hybrid nature of the entire system is evident in its integration of heuristic and procedural methods. The heuristic portions of the rule base pertain mostly to the mitigation method selection. The procedural methods are exclusively for the ducting analysis, fan selection, and cost estimation.

HOUSE INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

In the House Investigation Summary module of the advisory system, the user is queried about the
characteristics of the house. The information sought by the module is identical to that requested by house investigation summaries used by professional mitigators. An advantage to this approach is that the mitigator can fill out house investigation forms while in the field, and can use the system at a later time. The queries on the forms were grouped into classes and attributes. For example, sub-slab material may be specified as gravel, clay, loam, sand, or unknown. Sub-slab material would be classified as a compound attribute, where one and only one of the choices may be selected. Some other attributes include the percent composition of the foundation (numerical attribute), the kinds of thermal bypasses present in the house (multicomponent attribute, since more than one bypass may be present), and the presence or absence of air ducting (simple attribute). The queries start out as very general and evolve to ask for greater detail. In this way, only relevant questions will be asked. For instance, if in response to the query on foundation type a house is specified as having a full basement, the system will continue to seek out more information about the basement, and there will not be any questions asked about crawl space features. This illustrates the data-driven strategy of the system.

The working knowledge extracted from the user is written to a user-named text file which is referred to by
the Data Conversion and Mitigation Selection module (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. A portion of the working knowledge.

That module utilizes this file and applies the inferencing strategy to the present problem context. This file can be accessed by the user for viewing and some on-line editing, but a strict format must be followed in order to maintain its compatibility with the following module. For major changes, it is recommended that the user rerun the module and create a new text file.

The module employs point-to-point hypertext in
conjunction with METHODS and DEMONS to link the displays and control the flow of the queries. The module begins by prompting for the name and address of the client. This information is stored in the first few lines of the data file, and will be displayed by the following module prior to DEMON processing to allow the user to confirm that the proper file will be used. The flow of this module is dictated in part by the user input. For example, when the user inputs the number of radon measurements that have been conducted, the system will respond with additional promptings (location, measurement method, etc.) for each of those measurements. The location of the radon measurements were generalized to five areas: crawlspace, livable basement, non-livable basement, frequent living area, and infrequent living area. The location of a radon measurement assists in determining where the radon problem is most severe. The date of the measurement is recorded, as this information may help in determining the accuracy of the measurement. Summer measurements are typically much lower than winter measurements due to increased ventilation (open windows), although testing protocol calls for the house to be closed as much as possible during a test. Succeeding queries include site characteristics (land, water and climate), the age and square footage of the house, percentages of above grade construction, percentages of interior and exterior finish, the type of heating/cooling
and combustion appliances, thermal bypasses, foundation type, foundation wall type, percent finish of the foundation floor and walls, types of drainage systems, floor penetrations, sub-slab material, and the degree of sub-slab communication.

Not all of the information gathered by the module is used in the determination of the mitigation method. Some of the queries, such as land characteristics and house age, were included to enhance the record-keeping capability of the system. Others, such as the percentages of the interior and exterior finish, are included but not used in the mitigation determination because there is not any published information on how those items affect a radon problem and how knowledge of them would influence the selection of a mitigation method.

The module informs the user when it has completed its queries, and presents the user with an opportunity to inspect the newly generated text file containing the working knowledge.

DATA CONVERSION AND MITIGATION METHOD SELECTION

The Data Conversion and Mitigation Selection module reads the text file created by the House Investigation Summary module and assigns appropriate values to the objects of the knowledge base. The text file is read and converted by using several METHODS. This module is similar to the
previous module in that the objects of the knowledge base correspond to a house investigation summary. However, this module does not require as many displays, employs much less point-to-point hypertext, and has a vastly different rule base. The DEMONS and METHODS of the system are based upon information contained in radon mitigation literature, and are listed in the appendices. DEMON processing is activated only after all of the data has been converted into objects. Additional information not included with the house investigation summary, such as the accessibility of the crawlspace, may be requested to complete DEMON processing.

An example of one DEMON is:

```
DEMON SAMPLE
IF radon concentration > 20 pCi/L
AND foundation OF house IS basement
AND type OF foundation wall IS poured concrete
AND degree OF sub-slab communication IS good
THEN recommended mitigation method IS sub-slab suction
```

The antecedents of the DEMONS were structured to fail as early as possible. That is, the most general statements were placed before the detailed ones. In the DEMON shown above, the first statement concerns the concentration. This information determines whether or not a radon problem even exists. The following statement, concerning the foundation type, will determine which mitigation methods are applicable. Statements following the foundation type are usually specific to that foundation type. A mitigation method is recommended only after conditions for its
applicability are met and DEMON processing is completed (see Figure 7).

The recommended mitigation methods are indicated by a filled box

For crawlspace:
- Sub-polyethylene suction
- Isolate the space and ventilate (natural or fan-assisted)
- Depressurize the space
- Pressurize the space

For basement/slab:
- Sub-slab suction
- Block wall suction
- Basement pressurization

Other:
- Heat recovery ventilation
- Natural ventilation (open windows)

[Figure 7. The recommended mitigation methods.]

More than one mitigation method may be recommended, especially in the case of a foundation consisting of a combination of simple foundation types, such as a basement adjoined to a crawlspace. At this point, the user may select one of the recommended methods based upon an intangible factor, such as aesthetics. If all relevant data has been collected and processed, and the module fails to find a method, the user is notified of the condition. The
user is also informed of which floor penetrations were indicated from the house investigation summary and need to be sealed prior to beginning mitigation work. The user is also reminded of appliances that are present and may be contributing to house depressurization. If any of the recommended mitigation methods included a soil suction technique, the user may continue with the Suction Point Determination module.

SUCTION POINT DETERMINATION

The advisory system is capable of recommending the number of suction points that should be installed for soil suction techniques. This recommendation is based on data from a radon mitigation publication (21). The data in this publication is based upon the type of mitigation method that is implemented, the area of contact between the slab and the soil, and the degree of soil communication beneath the slab. Studies have shown that for sub-membrane suction mitigation methods employed in crawlspaces, a single suction point is adequate (22). However, for sub-slab suction mitigation methods, the number of points must take into account the degree of soil communication. If the degree of communication is poor, then the number of points must take into account the square footage of the slab. The present literature fails to agree on a value for the number of square feet per suction point. The values range from 600
square feet to 1000 square feet per suction point. Since the module bases the number of suction points on the square footage of the slab only if the soil communication is poor, the most conservative value of 600 square feet per suction point is used. If good communication exists, two suction points will be adequate for a typical slab as shown in Figure 8.

The system recommended Sub slab suction and the communication was determined to be good (coarse aggregate). For a typical slab, two suction points are usually sufficient.

Figure 8. Suction point recommendation.

For block wall suction techniques, the number of suction points corresponds directly to the number of walls that are determined to have elevated radon levels (major walls). The
module obtains most of its needed information (mitigation method and degree of soil communication) from the previous module. If additional information is needed, such as the area of the slab or the number of major walls, a suitable prompt is presented to the user. At the conclusion of the module, the user can CHAIN to the next module. One future enhancement of the suction point determination module will be to obtain the data concerning the slab area from the previous module, since the total square footage of the house as well as the percent composition of the foundation floor is part of the working knowledge. In addition, the number of partitions created by the presence of footings beneath the slab will have to be taken into account, since the footings will disrupt the extension of the pressure field under the slab. Other future work may include the incorporation of a recent study conducted at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory on the extent of the sub-slab pressure field extension based upon the relationship between the degree of soil communication and the nature of the sub slab material.

FAN SELECTION

The purpose of the fan selection module is to perform a piping analysis and to specify the requirements of a fan that is to serve in a sub-slab suction technique for radon mitigation. Appropriate fan requirements can be determined
only after the flow and pressure requirements of the system (diagnostic measurements) are determined by the mitigator. The module is currently limited to systems with three or less ducting branches (suction points), and duct diameters of 3, 4, or 6 inches. The point restriction was imposed to limit the size of the rule base, and because it is considered common practice to use several smaller fans instead of one large fan in mitigation systems that require many suction points. For example, a system with five suction points would probably have three points going to one fan and the remaining two going to an additional fan. A large fan naturally consumes more power, and makes more noise. Oversizing of fans may lead to increased heating costs for the homeowner due to the year-round operation, and it may precipitate a potentially fatal situation by inducing the back-drafting of combustion appliances. The duct diameters were selected as the most frequently used and readily available sizes.

This module requires that the user have diagnostic measurements available and a preconception as to how the ducting will be configured (23). If not, the user can invoke a fan tutorial module, which is described later. The system passes the data obtained pertaining to the number of needed suction points (determined from the previous module), and the user is given the option of overriding the information and entering a different number. The number of
suction points corresponds directly to the number of branches in the ducting system. The module requests information concerning the ducting, such as the diameter, length, and the number of fittings used (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Data requested for ducting branches.

For single branch systems, the module assumes that the diameter of the ducting remains constant and that no reducer/expander type fittings are used. For multiple branch systems, different diameters may be used for the different branches. Usually the ducting that makes up the main trunk of the system has a larger diameter than the ducting of the branches, in order to accommodate their
combined flow without increasing the velocity. For three-branch systems, the module assumes that branches one and two form an intermediate junction, and this intermediate branch joins with the third branch to form the main trunk which goes to the fan. Diagnostic measurements of pressure drop and flow rate are also requested from the user (see Figure 10).

![Image of the Fan Selection Module]

Type in the values of the diagnostic measurements of flow rate in cubic feet per minute (cfm) and pressure drop in inches of water (WC) for branches #1 and #2:

**Branch #1:**
- Flow rate: 50 (cfm)
- Pressure drop: 0.1 (WC)

**Branch #2:**
- Flow rate: 65 (cfm)
- Pressure drop: 0.15 (WC)

[Click here to continue]

*Figure 10.* Diagnostic measurements requested.

The module proceeds to determine the total system friction loss and airflow. It uses this data to recommend a generic fan in terms of pressure drop and flow rate as shown in
An appropriate fan will meet the following flow and pressure requirements:

\[ 125 \text{ cfm} \quad 0.583 \text{ WC (145 Pa)} \]

For the given diameter and flow rate, the maximum velocity in the duct is: \[ 1432 \text{ fpm} \]

**Figure 11.** Generic fan requirements.

Once the user is presented with the flow and pressure requirements of the specified ducting system, the user may then wish to consult fan performance charts to select a fan. Maximum air velocity is provided to inform the user of a potential noise problem. A subsequent screen informs the user which branch in the ducting system possesses the highest velocity. This information is furnished to the user in order to facilitate any needed revision of the ducting system.
The process of the fan selection is very simple if only one suction point is present. When there is only one branch, the diameter of the ducting will be constant, and the only fittings used along the ducting will be elbows. A tee joint may be placed along the ducting to accommodate future expansion to an additional suction point, but it would be sealed on one side and would function as an elbow.

The process becomes more complex if multiple suction points are needed to create an effective pressure field beneath a concrete slab. The complexity increases even more if the flow and pressure requirements are different for each branch, which would be the case where sub-slab communication is good at one suction point and poor at another point. If the airflow requirements are vastly different, then the diameter of the branches may vary. A suction point that does not require a high flow rate will not need a large diameter duct even though it may need to have a high suction drawn upon it. A branch with a higher flow may need a larger diameter to reduce the noise caused by the higher velocity flow.

Friction losses along a duct are usually determined by consulting an ASHRAE chart showing a family of curves for duct diameter and velocity (24). The x- and y-axis of the chart show friction loss in inches of water (WC), and flow rate in cubic feet per minute (cfm). The friction loss along the length of the duct for the individual branches and
for intermediate branches and the trunk formed by the joining of multiple branches must be determined. For multiple suction points, the chart is typically consulted several times because the diameter of any intermediate branches and the trunk may be larger to accommodate the combined airflows.

To select an appropriate fan, a fan performance chart must be consulted. These charts plot pressure versus flow. If the point where the required flow and pressure meet is far beyond the curve, the fan is undersized. If the point is far below the curve, the fan is oversized. An important note is that the pressure and flow requirements are usually not specified as a point, but as ranges, for example, 250 to 300 cfm and 1.0 to 1.2 WC. The current version of the Fan Selection module does not use ranges to specify the fan.

The Fan Selection Module begins by asking the user for the number of suction points. The response to this will determine the next display sent to the screen. Several different displays were created, one for each case (one point, two points, three points). For the case of a single point, the user is prompted for information about the ducting, which includes duct diameter, the length of the straight portions of the ducting, and the number of fittings used. The straight length and the fittings are needed to determine the equivalent length of the ducting for friction loss purposes. Equivalent length is determined by
multiplying the number of each type of fitting by an appropriate factor (for example, each elbow is equivalent to 10 feet of length), and adding this to the total straight length. The user also must know the pressure and flow requirements of the system at the soil. These are the diagnostic measurements, which must be recorded at the site. After this information is entered, the user may continue or exit the session. If the user chooses to continue, a simple attribute with a default value of FALSE is assigned a value of TRUE. After the user closes the display, the knowledge base fires DEMONS based on whether or not the IF portions evaluate to TRUE. In this module, the first DEMON to fire after closing the display is one that will calculate the equivalent length of the ducting (DEMON 4). This same DEMON sets another simple attribute to TRUE. This additional attribute is referred to in the IF portions of following DEMONS, since equivalent length must be used in subsequent calculations (DEMONS 5 – 7). These calculations determine the friction losses along the duct. As previously mentioned, the customary procedure is examine an ASHRAE chart, but the system cannot read the chart, and the user may not know how to read the chart. Fortunately, the chart is a log-log graph and the family of curves is actually a family of straight lines. The duct loss can be determined by a simple equation. As an example, for a 3 inch duct (similarly for 4 or 6 inch ducts), the equation for duct
loss in terms of flow rate is:

\[
duct \text{ loss } = 10^{1.85 + (\log(\text{flowrate}) - 1.76)}
\]

The chart gives the duct loss per 100 feet of ducting, so the result is adjusted to correspond to the equivalent length. After the calculation is completed, another simple attribute is set to TRUE, which is used as part of the antecedent of a later DEMON, which will assign values to the total flow rate and the total system friction loss. In the case of one suction point, the total flow rate is the diagnostic flow rate. The total system friction loss is the sum of the diagnostic friction loss measured at the suction point and the duct loss that occurs due to friction along the length of the ducting. The total flow rate and total system friction loss are used to select the appropriate fan (DEMONS 40 - 46).

For the case of two branches, the user must enter the duct information and the diagnostic measurements for both branches. Additional fittings are included, such as tees and reducers. Furthermore, the user must enter duct information for the trunk that is formed by the joining of the two branches. The system assigns the flow rate for the trunk by summing the flows of the branches. The duct loss for the trunk must be calculated separately, since the trunk diameter will probably be larger than either of the branch diameters. The total system friction loss takes into account the diagnostic friction losses at the soil and the
three duct losses (two branches plus one trunk).

For three branches, the procedure is similar to that of two branches. The user enters the diagnostics and the duct information for the three branches, and then needs to enter the duct information for the trunk formed by two of the three branches. This first trunk and the remaining branch will form a second trunk. The second trunk has to be analyzed before the fan is selected, because the total system friction loss is the sum of the diagnostic measurement, the branch duct losses, and the trunk duct losses.

One problem encountered during the development of this module was the initial value settings of the numerical attributes. One of the attributes used in a calculation was never prompted from the user. This attribute was not the result of a calculation, so the only way for it to be assigned a value was from the user. This attribute retained a value of UNDETERMINED. This value propagated from the original equation containing the attribute, all the way through to the end of the knowledge base session. This problem was solved by setting all of the initial values to zero. However, this caused the knowledge base to test all of the DEMONS before displaying the title screen. The problem was resolved by changing all of the initial values back to UNDETERMINED and prompting the original problem attribute from the user.
A future enhancement of this module is to incorporate some way to select the fan when the total flow rate and total system friction loss are given as a range instead of a point. Additional fittings could be included to analyze exotic duct configurations, and, of course, the system could stand to be expanded to handle multiple suction points - any number that the user specifies, within reason.

The module also shows the maximum air velocity achieved, and in which branch of the system it occurs (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Information on duct velocity.
The information on air velocity is provided in order to notify the user in the case of a high velocity flow. This makes the user aware of a potential noise problem and identifies the portion of the system that may need to be redesigned. The Fan Selection module may be repeatedly executed to permit the user to experiment with the design of the ducting system. For instance, if a high velocity value is detected in a branch with a three inch diameter duct, and the value is perceived by the user to be capable of causing excessive noise, the system can be redesigned using four inch diameter or larger ducting. This process can be repeated until the user is satisfied with the design. A future enhancement may include having the module make the determination as to the occurrence of noise-causing flow, instead of having the user make this determination.

Furthermore, the Cost Estimation module can be invoked to determine the impact on the total system cost due to changes in system design. Also, once the user has received the generic fan requirements, but does not wish to consult fan performance charts to select a fan, a small selection of some brand name fans, and the models that will meet the performance requirements are presented (see Figure 13). Additional information, such as the listed purchase price and the power consumption of the fan, is provided to assist the user in selecting a fan to be used with the cost estimation.
This is a list of some brand name fans. If you have a preference for one of the listed fan brands, position the mouse pointer over it and click once. The cost and energy consumption will be used in the cost estimation. If you do not have a preference, the system will select the least expensive brand.

Figure 13. Brand fans capable of meeting requirement.

COST ESTIMATION

The purpose of the cost estimation module is to provide the user with a realistic estimate of the costs involved in the installation, operation, and maintenance of a mitigation system. The cost estimation module sums up the material cost for the ducting and the type of fan specified in the fan selection module, and adds it to a labor cost, an energy cost, and a miscellaneous cost. The result is an estimation of the total cost for installation of the mitigation system and the annual cost for operation and upkeep of the system. Attributes passed from the fan selection module include the
selected fan along with its cost and power consumption, the lengths and diameters of the ducting and the number of each type of fitting used. The values for these attributes are applied to default unit costs. The purchase costs and power consumptions of the fans were obtained from specifications provided by the manufacturer or dealer of the fan. The default values for the ducting costs were obtained as off-the-shelf prices from a local home improvement store (see Figure 14).

![Cost Analysis Module](image)

The default values are shown. Delete any entries and type in your own. To move to a particular box, select it with the mouse pointer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost per foot, 3-inch diameter</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per foot, 4-inch diameter</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per foot, 6-inch diameter</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per fitting, 3-inch diameter</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per fitting, 4-inch diameter</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost per fitting, 6-inch diameter</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 14.** Default costs for ducting.

The default values are used unless the user wishes to change...
them. This utility is provided to allow for regional and quality variations in cost. The annual energy cost is based on the fan power consumption, the cost per kilowatt hour, and the assumption that the fan will operate continuously. The power consumption of the fan is obtained along with the fan purchase cost from the Fan Selection module. In addition, the user can change the values for a labor cost and the number of hours worked. All of the default values may be changed by the user (see Figure 15).

![Diagram of RnX - Cost Analysis Module]

The other costs used in the analysis are:

The miscellaneous costs, the fan cost and labor are installation costs, but the energy and maintenance (heating/cooling penalty) costs are yearly costs.

- **Fan:** $110.00 cost, $85 power consumption [W]
- **Labor:** 16 hours worked, $45.00 labor charge per hour
- **Energy (fan):** 8760 hours in operation, $0.04 cost per kWh
- **Heating/cooling penalty:** $100.00
- **Miscellaneous:** $20.00

**Figure 15.** Other costs used in estimation.

The cost estimation sums up the material cost for the
ducting and the fan along with the labor cost and presents it as the installation cost. The energy cost is included in an annual maintenance cost, which includes the heating/cooling penalty due to the year-round operation of the fan, and the cost of miscellaneous items such as sealants, manometers, and alarms.

FAN TUTORIAL

A fan tutorial module is also available to assist users who are unfamiliar with the format of the regular fan selection module. This module does not depend upon output from a previously executed module; it is completely independent. The tutorial module is in essence a hypertext application, with a rule base derived from the regular fan selection module. However, it is limited in that it can only analyze systems with up to two branches. It does contain more in terms of graphics, the user interface, and on-line explanation referring to diagnostic measurements, the types of fittings that may be used, and the type of ducting configuration. In order to obtain a more detailed explanation about something, a hyperregion labeled "click here for more info" can be activated to access definitions or illustrations. An example screen from the Fan Tutorial module is shown in Figure 16. The fan tutorial module illustrates the potential for a knowledge-based system as a training tool.
You have indicated that there are two suction points. Now the system will require information about the ducting configuration (length, diameter, fittings, etc.).

This shows a configuration with two suction points. The diameter of the ducting may vary. The branches that come from the suction points may have different diameters, and the branch that carries their combined flow must have a larger diameter.

Figure 16. Information presented in tutorial.
SUMMARY

BENEFITS TO RADON MITIGATORS

Radon mitigators will benefit from the advisory system in terms of record keeping, observance of established EPA protocol, consistent and accurate fan selection, and cost estimation.

The advisory system writes the house investigation information to a text file. This text file may be recorded on a computer diskette and stored for future reference. The mitigator may wish to retain both the actual house investigation forms and their corresponding text files as a type of back-up system for their business records. Furthermore, the advisory system has the potential to be interfaced with a database. This would facilitate data management and would make it possible for mitigators as well as health and regulatory agencies to keep a database of cases for a particular region. The information contained in such a database may be of use to planners and researchers involved in radon related studies.

The advisory system provides a form of quality assurance for mitigators just entering the field. The advisory system in its final form will have incorporated the suggestions of field experts, and will reflect their
collective opinion. Therefore, the novice user will have the assurance of the expert opinion, and the client will be reassured that the recommended mitigation method complies with established protocol and professional practice.

The Fan Selection module alleviates the amount of computation that must be performed during the design of a ducting system. Since the module also informs the user of potential noise problems, it encourages fine-tuning of the ducting system before the actual installation. This may help to manage the amount of time that is spent on installation, and could possibly eliminate the need for follow-up corrections to ducting systems. Another benefit of the module is that it provides consistent results for similar cases and will prevent possible oversizing of the fan.

The Cost Estimation module is an efficient way for the mitigator to provide a quick estimate to the client. It will also assure the client that the quoted price is justified. The module is flexible enough to include unforeseen costs involved in the installation and maintenance of a mitigation system. When used in conjunction with the Fan Selection module, the cost estimations for several different designs may be presented to the client. This would also be a benefit to the client who is deciding between several possible ducting configurations.
The advisory system can conceivably enhance the professional image of radon mitigation contractors and help to build public trust. It may be compared to the well-known energy audits performed at residences.

**FUTURE POTENTIAL**

Aside from assisting established professional mitigators, the advisory system illustrates the potential for a knowledge-based system to serve as an interactive training tool for novice mitigators. A modified version of the software can be developed with the eventual goal of training novice mitigators. A successful training tool should have an uncomplicated and highly visual method of communicating the knowledge to the novice, and a graphical user interface such as the one employed in the advisory system is a fitting representation of this technique. An additional consideration is that the effectiveness of a computerized training tool is reasonably dependent upon the availability of the computers needed to run the software. In small businesses, PC systems have emerged as somewhat more prevalent than their counterparts, and current trends in the PC market are evidence that advanced technology is becoming increasingly available at a lower cost. In addition to analyzing single family residences, the present system could be expanded to incorporate other building types such as schools and commercial offices.
PROJECTED WORK

The feasibility of applying expert systems methodology to the problem of indoor radon mitigation has been illustrated by this work. The prototype RnX hybrid advisory system addresses various facets of the radon mitigation problem, from the selection of a mitigation method to the determination of necessary building materials and cost estimation. Efficient modification and the implementation of experts' opinions is facilitated by the modular structure. To date, the system has received favorable reviews after demonstrations at several conferences. Future work remaining on the project includes the addition of recommendations submitted by radon mitigation experts who have been contracted to review the software.
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APPENDIX A

RNX2.KNB SELECTED DEMONS AND METHODS
ATTRIBUTE read crawl SIMPLE
WHEN CHANGED
BEGIN
number crawl OF crawlspace := TO NUMERIC( current line OF file 2)
read line OF file 1 := TRUE
read line OF file 1 := TRUE
n := 1
DO
BEGIN
IF current line OF file 1 = "heated crawlspace" THEN
BEGIN
heated OF crawlspace := TRUE
n := n + 1
END
IF current line OF file 1 = "vented crawlspace" THEN
BEGIN
vented OF crawlspace := TRUE
n := n + 1
END
IF current line OF file 1 = "isolated or no connection to basement" THEN
BEGIN
isolated or no connection to basement OF crawlspace := TRUE
n := n + 1
END
IF current line OF file 1 = "connection to basement" THEN
BEGIN
connection to basement OF crawlspace := TRUE
n := n + 1
read line OF file 1 := TRUE
IF current line OF file 1 = "fully open" THEN
BEGIN
connection to basement features OF crawlspace IS fully open := TRUE
END
IF current line OF file 1 = "access opening" THEN
BEGIN
connection to basement features OF crawlspace IS access opening := TRUE
END
IF current line OF file 1 = "access door" THEN
BEGIN
connection to basement features OF crawlspace IS access door := TRUE
n := n + 1
END
END
IF n < number crawl OF crawlspace + 1 THEN
BEGIN
read line OF file 1 := TRUE
END
UNTIL (n = number crawl OF crawlspace + 1)
ENDIF
BEGIN
read line OF file 2 := TRUE
END
ELSE
BEGIN
read base := TRUE
END
ENDIF
ATTRIBUTE read base SIMPLE
WHEN CHANGED
BEGIN
  number base OF basement := TO NUMERIC (current line OF file 2)
  read line OF file 1 := TRUE
  n := 1
  DO
    BEGIN
      IF current line OF file 1 = "door to exterior" THEN
        BEGIN
          door to ext OF basement := TRUE
          n := n + 1
        END
      IF current line OF file 1 = "door to upper level" THEN
        BEGIN
          door to up OF basement := TRUE
          n := n + 1
        END
      IF current line OF file 1 = "open stair to upper level" THEN
        BEGIN
          open stair to up OF basement := TRUE
          n := n + 1
        END
      IF current line OF file 1 = "heated basement" THEN
        BEGIN
          heated OF basement := TRUE
          n := n + 1
        END
      IF current line OF file 1 = "vented basement" THEN
        BEGIN
          vented OF basement := TRUE
          n := n + 1
        END
      read line OF file 1 := TRUE
    END
  UNTIL (n = number base OF basement + 1)
  read line OF file 1 := TRUE
  read line OF file 1 := TRUE
  read line OF file 2 := TRUE
  average height in feet OF basement := TO NUMERIC (current line OF file 2)
  read line OF file 2 := TRUE
END

DEMON 41
IF begin processing
AND type OF foundation IS crawl
THEN display attachment OF hyperregion 7 := newmain done 2 display
AND NOT begin processing
AND begin demon processing

DEMON 42
IF begin processing
AND type OF foundation IS base
OR type OF foundation IS slab_on_grade
OR type OF foundation IS crawlbase
OR type OF foundation IS crawlslab
OR type OF foundation IS baselab
OR type OF foundation IS all
THEN NOT begin processing
AND begin demon processing

DEMON 1
IF begin demon processing
AND highest result OF radon measurements < 4
THEN NOT begin demon processing
AND NOT necessary OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 46 := 0,255,0
AND ASK newmain methods display
DEMON 2

IF begin demon processing
AND highest result of radon measurements >= 4
THEN NOT begin demon processing
AND get foundation

DEMON 3

IF get foundation
AND type of foundation IS crawl
OR type of foundation IS crawlbase
OR type of foundation IS crawlslab
OR type of foundation IS all
THEN NOT get foundation
AND start crawl

DEMON 4

IF get foundation
AND type of foundation IS base
OR type of foundation IS baseslab
OR type of foundation IS slab_on_grade
THEN NOT get foundation
AND start base

DEMON 12

IF start crawl
AND highest result of radon measurements <= 40
THEN NOT start crawl
AND continue 1 crawl
AND ASK newmain crawl 1 display

DEMON 13

IF start crawl
AND highest result of radon measurements > 40
AND type of foundation IS crawl
THEN sub membrane suction of mitigation method
AND write line of file 4 := "Sub membrane suction"
AND fill color of textbox 21 := 0,0,255
AND NOT start crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 43

IF start crawl
AND highest result of radon measurements > 40
AND type of foundation IS crawlbase
OR type of foundation IS crawlslab
OR type of foundation IS all
THEN sub membrane suction of mitigation method
AND fill color of textbox 21 := 0,0,255
AND NOT start crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 9

IF permitted to freeze OF crawlspace IS yes
AND continue 1 crawl
THEN isolate and ventilate the crawlspace OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 22 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 1 crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 10

IF permitted to freeze OF crawlspace IS no
AND continue 1 crawl
THEN NOT continue 1 crawl
AND continue 2 crawl
AND ASK newmain crawl 2 display
DEMON 11

If easy access for barrier of crawlspace is no
AND continue 2 crawl
AND vented of crawlspace = FALSE
THEN Crawlspace depressurization of mitigation method
AND fill color of textbox 23 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 2 crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 21

If easy access for barrier of crawlspace is yes
AND continue 2 crawl
AND type of foundation is crawl
AND Sub membrane suction of mitigation method
AND write line of file 4 := "Sub membrane suction"
AND fill color of textbox 21 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 2 crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 22

If easy access for barrier of crawlspace is no
AND continue 2 crawl
AND vented of crawlspace = TRUE
THEN Crawlspace pressurization of mitigation method
AND fill color of textbox 24 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 2 crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 44

If easy access for barrier of crawlspace is yes
AND continue 2 crawl
AND type of foundation is crawlbase
OR type of foundation is crawlslab
OR type of foundation is all
THEN Sub membrane suction of mitigation method
AND fill color of textbox 21 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 2 crawl
AND done with crawl

DEMON 7

If done with crawl
AND type of foundation is crawlslab
THEN NOT done with crawl
AND start base

DEMON 14

If start base
AND highest result of radon measurements > 20
THEN NOT start base
AND continue 1 base

DEMON 15

If start base
AND highest result of radon measurements <= 20
THEN NOT start base
AND continue 2 base

DEMON 17

If continue 1 base
AND NOT interior footer pipe of drainage
AND NOT exterior footer pipe of drainage
THEN NOT continue 1 base
AND continue 3 base
DEMON 5

IF continue 1 base
AND interior footer pipe OF drainage
OR exterior footer pipe OF drainage
THEN NOT continue 1 base
AND continue 3a base

DEMON 26

IF continue 2 base
AND type OF foundation IS slab_on_grade
OR type OF foundation IS crawlslab
THEN NOT continue 2 base
AND continue 2b base

DEMON 29

IF continue 2 base
AND type OF foundation IS base
OR type OF foundation IS baselab
THEN NOT continue 2 base
AND continue 4a base

DEMON 30

IF continue 2 base
AND type OF foundation IS crawlbase
OR type OF foundation IS all
THEN NOT continue 2 base
AND continue 4b base

DEMON 32

IF continue 3 base
AND degree OF sub slab communication IS excellent over entire slab to wall test hole
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS excellent over entire slab
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS fair to good over entire slab
THEN Sub slab suction OF mitigation method
AND write line OF file 4 := "Sub slab suction"
AND fill color OF textbox 26 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3 base
AND done with base

DEMON 33

IF continue 3 base
AND degree OF sub slab communication IS good at perimeter only
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS marginal
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS freon only
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS none observable
AND walls OF foundation IS block walls
AND NOT open block tops OF potential entry points
THEN Block wall suction OF mitigation method
AND write line OF file 4 := "Block wall suction"
AND fill color OF textbox 27 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3 base
AND done with base

DEMON 34

IF continue 3 base
AND degree OF sub slab communication IS good at perimeter only
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS marginal
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS freon only
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS none observable
AND walls OF foundation IS concrete walls
OR walls OF foundation IS stone walls
OR walls OF foundation IS wood walls
THEN Sub slab suction OF mitigation method
AND write line OF file 4 := "Sub slab suction"
AND fill color OF textbox 26 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3 base
AND done with base

**DEMON 35**

IF continue 3 base
AND degree OF sub slab communication IS good at perimeter only
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS marginal
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS freon only
OR degree OF sub slab communication IS none observable
AND walls OF foundation IS block walls
AND open block tops OF potential entry points
THEN Block wall suction after tops are sealed OF mitigation method
AND write line OF file 4 := "Block wall suction"
AND fill color OF textbox 44 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3 base
AND done with base

**DEMON 25**

IF continue 3a base
AND sump OF drainage
AND NOT interior pipe OF sump features
AND NOT exterior pipe OF sump features
THEN Drain tile suction OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 42 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3a base
AND done with base

**DEMON 36**

IF continue 3a base
AND sump OF drainage
AND interior pipe OF sump features
OR exterior pipe OF sump features
THEN Drain tile suction on sump OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 43 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3a base
AND done with base

**DEMON 37**

IF continue 3a base
AND NOT sump OF drainage
THEN Drain tile suction OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 42 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 3a base
AND done with base

**DEMON 23**

IF continue 2b base
AND present OF airducts = TRUE
THEN NOT continue 2 base
AND continue 4 base

**DEMON 31**

IF continue 2b base
AND present OF airducts = FALSE
THEN NOT continue 2 base
AND continue 1 base

**DEMON 38**

IF continue 4 base
AND climate OF house IS not mild
AND highest OF radon measurements < 10
THEN Heat recovery ventilation OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 30 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 4 base
AND done with base
DEMON 39
IF continue 4 base
AND climate OF house IS mild
THEN Natural or fan assisted ventilation of house OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 31 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 4 base
AND done with base
DEMON 40
IF continue 4 base
AND climate OF house IS not mild
AND highest OF radon measurements >= 10
THEN NOT continue 4 base
AND continue 1 base
DEMON 19
IF continue 4a base
AND present OF airducts = FALSE
AND door to up OF basement = FALSE
AND open stair to up OF basement = FALSE
THEN Basement pressurization OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 28 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 4a base
AND done with base
DEMON 27
IF continue 4a base
AND present OF airducts = TRUE
OR door to up OF basement = TRUE
OR open stair to up OF basement = TRUE
THEN NOT continue 4a base
AND continue 1 base
DEMON 16
IF continue 4b base
AND present OF airducts = TRUE
OR door to up OF basement = TRUE
OR open stair to up OF basement = TRUE
THEN NOT continue 4b base
AND continue 1 base
DEMON 28
IF continue 4b base
AND present OF airducts = FALSE
AND door to up OF basement = FALSE
AND open stair to up OF basement = FALSE
THEN NOT continue 4b base
AND continue 4c base
DEMON 20
IF continue 4c base
AND isolated or no connection to basemen OF crawlspace = FALSE
THEN Not decided OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 47 := 255,0,0
AND NOT continue 4c base
AND done with base
DEMON 24
IF continue 4c base
AND isolated or no connection to basemen OF crawlspace = TRUE
THEN Basement pressurization OF mitigation method
AND fill color OF textbox 28 := 0,0,255
AND NOT continue 4c base
AND done with base
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FAN.KNB SELECTED DEMONS
APPENDIX B

FAN.KNB Selected DEMONS

DEMON 1

IF begin OF logicals
AND points OF numbers = 1
THEN NOT begin OF logicals
AND ASK fan one1 display

DEMON 2

IF begin OF logicals
AND points OF numbers = 2
THEN NOT begin OF logicals
AND ASK fan two1 display

DEMON 3

IF begin OF logicals
AND points OF numbers = 3
THEN NOT begin OF logicals
AND ASK fan three1 display

DEMON 4

IF points OF numbers = 1
AND continue OF logicals
THEN equivalent length OF onepoint := straight length OF onepoint + 5 * elbow45 OF onepoint + 10
* elbows OF onepoint + 5 * reducer OF onepoint + 50 * tee OF onepoint
AND write4 OF strings
AND find duct loss 1 OF logicals

DEMON 5

IF points OF numbers = 1
AND find duct loss 1 OF logicals
AND diameter OF onepoint = 3
THEN duct loss OF onepoint := (10 ^ (1.85 * ( LOG(flowrate OF onepoint) - 1.76))) * equivalent
length OF onepoint / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 6

IF points OF numbers = 1
AND find duct loss 1 OF logicals
AND diameter OF onepoint = 4
THEN duct loss OF onepoint := (10 ^ (1.85 * ( LOG(flowrate OF onepoint) - 2.1))) * equivalent length
OF onepoint / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 7

IF points OF numbers = 1
AND find duct loss 1 OF logicals
AND diameter OF onepoint = 6
THEN duct loss OF onepoint := (10 ^ (1.85 * ( LOG(flowrate OF onepoint) - 2.76))) * equivalent
length OF onepoint / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
DEMON 8

IF points OF numbers = 1
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
THEN total cfm OF numbers := flowrate OF onepoint
AND NOT find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers := duct loss OF onepoint + diagnostic friction OF onepoint
AND pascals OF numbers := total system friction loss OF numbers * 249
AND velocity[1] OF velocities := (flowrate OF onepoint * 144) / ((diameter OF onepoint ^ 2) * 3.14159 / 4)
AND determine max velocity OF logicals

DEMON 9

IF points OF numbers = 2
AND continue OF logicals
AND write9 OF strings
AND find duct loss 21 OF logicals

DEMON 10

IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 21 OF logicals
AND diameter[1] OF twopoints = 3
THEN duct loss[1] OF twopoints := (10 ^ (1.85 * (LOG(flowrate[1] OF twopoints) - 1.76))) * equivalent length[1] OF twopoints / 100
AND NOT find duct loss 21 OF logicals
AND find duct loss 22 OF logicals

DEMON 11

IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 21 OF logicals
AND diameter[1] OF twopoints = 4
AND find duct loss 22 OF logicals

DEMON 12

IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 21 OF logicals
AND diameter[1] OF twopoints = 6
AND find duct loss 22 OF logicals

DEMON 13

IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 22 OF logicals
AND diameter[2] OF twopoints = 3
AND find 2 main OF logicals

DEMON 14

IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 22 OF logicals
AND diameter[2] OF twopoints = 4
AND NOT find duct loss 22 OF logicals
AND find 2 main OF logicals
DEMON 15
IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 22 OF logicals
AND diameter[2] OF twopoints = 6
AND find 2 main OF logicals

DEMON 16
IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find 2 main OF logicals
THEN equivalent length OF twopoints main branch := straight length OF twopoints main branch + 5 * elbow45 OF twopoints main branch + 10 * elbows OF twopoints main branch + 5 * reducer OF twopoints main branch + 50 * tee OF twopoints main branch
AND find duct loss 2 main OF logicals

DEMON 17
IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 2 main OF logicals
AND diameter OF twopoints main branch = 3
THEN duct loss OF twopoints main branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * (LOG(flowrate[1] OF twopoints + flowrate[2] OF twopoints) - 1.76))) * equivalent length OF twopoints main branch / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 18
IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 2 main OF logicals
AND diameter OF twopoints main branch = 4
THEN duct loss OF twopoints main branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * (LOG(flowrate[1] OF twopoints + flowrate[2] OF twopoints) - 2.1))) * equivalent length OF twopoints main branch / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 19
IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find duct loss 2 main OF logicals
AND diameter OF twopoints main branch = 6
THEN duct loss OF twopoints main branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * (LOG(flowrate[1] OF twopoints + flowrate[2] OF twopoints) - 2.76))) * equivalent length OF twopoints main branch / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 20
IF points OF numbers = 2
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
AND NOT find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
AND pascals OF numbers := total system friction loss OF numbers * 249
AND determine max velocity OF logicals

DEMON 21
IF points OF numbers = 3
AND continue OF logicals
AND write21 OF strings
AND find duct loss 31 OF logicals

DEMON 22

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 31 OF logicals
AND diameter[1] OF threepoints = 3
AND find duct loss 32 OF logicals

DEMON 23

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 31 OF logicals
AND diameter[1] OF threepoints = 4
AND find duct loss 32 OF logicals

DEMON 24

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 31 OF logicals
AND diameter[1] OF threepoints = 6
AND find duct loss 32 OF logicals

DEMON 25

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 32 OF logicals
AND diameter[2] OF threepoints = 3
AND find duct loss 33 OF logicals

DEMON 26

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 32 OF logicals
AND diameter[2] OF threepoints = 4
AND find duct loss 33 OF logicals

DEMON 27

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 32 OF logicals
AND diameter[2] OF threepoints = 6
AND find duct loss 33 OF logicals

DEMON 28

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 33 OF logicals
AND diameter[3] OF threepoints = 3
AND find 3 intermediate OF logicals

DEMON 29

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 33 OF logicals
AND diameter[3] OF threepoints = 4
AND find 3 intermediate OF logicals

DEMON 30

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 33 OF logicals
AND diameter[3] OF threepoints = 6
AND find 3 intermediate OF logicals

DEMON 31

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 intermediate OF logicals
THEN equivalent length OF three interm branch := straight length OF three interm branch + 5 * elbow45 OF three interm branch + 10 * elbows OF three interm branch + 5 * reducer OF three interm branch + 50 * tee OF three interm branch
AND find duct loss 3 intermediate OF logicals

DEMON 32

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 intermediate OF logicals
AND diameter OF three interm branch = 3
THEN duct loss OF three interm branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * ( LOG(flowrate[1] OF threepoints + flowrate[2] OF threepoints) - 1.76))) * equivalent length OF three interm branch / 100
AND find 3 main OF logicals

DEMON 33

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 intermediate OF logicals
AND diameter OF three interm branch = 4
THEN duct loss OF three interm branch := (10 ^ (1.86 * ( LOG(flowrate[1] OF threepoints + flowrate[2] OF threepoints) - 2.1))) * equivalent length OF three interm branch / 100
AND find 3 main OF logicals

DEMON 34

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 intermediate OF logicals
AND diameter OF three interm branch = 6
THEN duct loss OF three interm branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * ( LOG(flowrate[1] OF threepoints + flowrate[2] OF threepoints) - 2.76))) * equivalent length OF three interm branch / 100
AND find 3 main OF logicals

DEMON 35

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 main OF logicals
AND diameter OF three interm branch := straight length OF threepoint main branch + 5 * elbow45 OF threepoint main branch + 10 * elbow OF threepoint main branch + 5 * reducer OF threepoint main branch + 50 * tee OF threepoint main branch
AND find duct loss 3 main OF logicals

DEMON 36

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 main OF logicals
AND diameter OF threepoint main branch = 3
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 37

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 main OF logicals
AND diameter of three point main branch = 4
THEN duct loss of three point main branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * (log(flowrate[1] OF three points + flowrate[2] OF three points + flowrate[3] OF three points) - 2.1))) * equivalent length OF three point main branch / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 38

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find duct loss 3 main OF logicals
AND diameter of three point main branch = 6
THEN duct loss of three point main branch := (10 ^ (1.85 * (log(flowrate[1] OF three points + flowrate[2] OF three points + flowrate[3] OF three points) - 2.76))) * equivalent length OF three point main branch / 100
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals

DEMON 39

IF points OF numbers = 3
AND find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
AND NOT find total cfm and friction loss OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers := total system friction loss OF numbers + duct loss OF three intern branch + duct loss OF three point main branch
AND pascals OF numbers := total system friction loss OF numbers * 249
AND determine max velocity OF logicals

DEMON 40

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers <= (-0.9 / 122) * total cfm OF numbers + 0.9
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS K4
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND determine fan2 OF logicals

DEMON 41

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers <= (-0.92 / 157) * total cfm OF numbers + 0.92
AND total system friction loss OF numbers > (-0.9 / 122) * total cfm OF numbers + 0.9
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS K5
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND attachment OF valuebox 10 := type1 power[2] OF fan costs
AND attachment OF valuebox 11 := type1 cost[2] OF fan costs
AND determine fan2 OF logicals

DEMON 42

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers <= (-1.7 / 260) * total cfm OF numbers + 1.7
AND total system friction loss OF numbers > (-0.92 / 157) * total cfm OF numbers + 0.92
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS K6
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND attachment OF valuebox 10 := type1 power[3] OF fan costs
AND attachment OF valuebox 11 := type1 cost[ 3 ] OF fan costs
AND determine fan2 OF logicals

DEMON 43

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers <= (-2.4 / 510) * total cfm OF numbers + 2.4
AND total system friction loss OF numbers > (-1.7 / 260) * total cfm OF numbers + 1.7
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS KB
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND attachment OF valuebox 10 := type1 power[ 4 ] OF fan costs
AND attachment OF valuebox 11 := type1 cost[ 4 ] OF fan costs
AND determine fan2 OF logicals

DEMON 44

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers <= (-2.9 / 630) * total cfm OF numbers + 2.9
AND total system friction loss OF numbers > (-2.4 / 510) * total cfm OF numbers + 2.4
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS K10
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND attachment OF valuebox 10 := type1 power[ 5 ] OF fan costs
AND attachment OF valuebox 11 := type1 cost[ 5 ] OF fan costs
AND determine fan2 OF logicals

DEMON 45

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers <= (-3.7 / 795) * total cfm OF numbers + 3.7
AND total system friction loss OF numbers > (-2.9 / 630) * total cfm OF numbers + 2.9
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS K12
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND attachment OF valuebox 10 := type1 power[ 6 ] OF fan costs
AND attachment OF valuebox 11 := type1 cost[ 6 ] OF fan costs
AND determine fan2 OF logicals

DEMON 46

IF determine fan1 OF logicals
AND total system friction loss OF numbers > (-3.7 / 795) * total cfm OF numbers + 3.7
THEN NOT determine fan1 OF logicals
AND type1 OF fan IS Larger than K12
AND action OF file 3 IS close
AND attachment OF valuebox 10 := type1 power[ 7 ] OF fan costs
AND attachment OF valuebox 11 := type1 cost[ 7 ] OF fan costs
AND determine fan2 OF logicals